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ABSTRACT
The thesis deals with preparation and characterization of GaN nanocrystals with a metal
core. In the theoretical part of the thesis GaN with its properties and applications is
introduced. Further, substrates for the growth and different mechanisms of the growth
of GaN are discussed. Further, metal NPs are introduced and their optical proper-
ties are discussed towards plasmon coupling and photoluminiscent enhancement of GaN
structures with Ag NPs. The experimental part concerns with four step preparation
process of GaN nanocrystals with Ag core. Firstly, Ag NPs are deposited on Si(111)
substrate, secondly passivated by native oxide. Third step is Ga deposition and last
post-nitridation. Each step was optimized and studied by various methods such as XPS,
SEM, photoluminiscence and Raman spectroscopy.
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ABSTRAKT
Tato diplomová práce se zabývá p̌ŕıpravou a charakterizaćı GaN nanokrystal̊u s kovovým
jádrem. V teoretické části této práce je p̌redstaven materiál GaN se svými vlastnos-
tmi a aplikacemi. Dále jsou uvedeny substráty pro r̊ust a jednotlivé mechanismy r̊ustu
GaN nanokrystal̊u. V daľśım jsou popsány kovové nanočástice a jejich optické vlastnosti
umožnuj́ıćı zesilováńı fotoluminiscence na základě interakce plasmonu a GaN. Experi-
mentálńı část se zabývá p̌ŕıpravou GaN nanokrystal̊u s Ag jádrem ve čty̌rech kroćıch.
Prvně jsou Ag nanočástice naneseny na substrát Si(111). Následně se nechaj́ı zoxidovat.
Třet́ım krokem je depozice Ga a posledńım je nitridace. Jednotlivé kroky byly opti-
malizovány a analyzovány r̊uznými metodami, jako je XPS, SEM, fotoluminiscence a
Ramanova spektroskopie.
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INTRODUCTION

Gallium nitride (GaN) is a III/V semiconductor used in light-emitting diodes since

1990s. Properties of this material, such as direct band gap, high electron mobility,

high thermal stability, etc., has caught attention of many. Its direct bandgap of

Eg = 3.39 eV has made GaN attractive candidate for electronic and optoelectronic

devices. GaN has found its place in construction of blue light emitting diode (LED),

awarded by Nobel prize in 2014. LEDs play major role in contemporary technology,

due to their high reliability, high-efficiency and other convenient parameters.

Big effort is nowadays being put into improvement of LED structure and their

efficiency. Recently, LED structure was supplemented by metal nanoparticles (NPs).

Metal NPs as exhibiting ability of plasmon coupling could enhance the luminiscence

of LED. Principle, studied by L. W. Jang et al. [1], of embedding metal NPs into

the active layer of GaN LED, has shown enhancement of photoluminiscence. Such

enhancement was caused by plasmon coupling between LED structure and localized

surface plasmon of the metal NP. In thesis of M. Čalkovský [2] embedding of metal

NPs was done by preparation of metal core semiconductor structures. Such struc-

tures could also evince photoluminiscence enhancement.

In this thesis, repetition of metal core structure preparation is done with better

understanding of growth mechanism. Growth takes place in four steps: deposition

of NPs, passivation, Ga deposition, Ga nitridation. Deposition of Ga will be done

by unique method of ion-beam assisted molecular beam epitaxy (IBA-MBE) under

low temperature, which allows us to prepare metal core structures, avoiding NP

melting. Structures would be than further analyzed and studied by methods such

as XPS, SEM, photoluminiscence, etc.

The theoretical part of this thesis is divided into three chapters bringing brief

introduction to thin film physics, GaN properties, applications and growth. Last

chapter is dedicated to metal NPs, its properties and prepatation methods. The

experimental part of this thesis concerns about preparation of GaN crystals with

Ag core. All four steps of preparation process are discussed in detail, as well as

measured data.
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1 THIN FILMS

Thin film physics and ultrathin film physics is a science sector concerning about

materials with thickness ranging from nanometer up to several micrometers. In-

cidence of thin layer usage is growing tremendously in many different fields such

as flat screens, touch screens, glass coating, antireflexive layers, tool metallization,

microelectric and electric devices, sollar cells, sensors etc.

In order to miniaturize microelectronic semiconductor devices (diods, transis-

tors, etc.), broad and precise knowledge is needed. Therefore thin films are studied

mechanically, optically and electrically to gain maximum knowledge about all its

properties.

Thin film growth is called deposition. Atoms of grown layer are created in an

effusion cell. Flux of particles hitting the substrate surface undergo various physical

and chemical phenomenons as pictured in Figure 1.1. Adsorption, where molecule

is trapped on substrate surface to create a layer, can be done by two major ways.

Figure 1.1: Illustration of various processes at a gas/material interface. Adapted

from ref. [3].

• Physisorption - weak bond interaction caused by van der Waals force (bind-

ing energy 0.01 − 0.1 eV) is so called physisorption. Material to be grown

is heated to a high temperature in effusion cell and thermal energy beam is

created transporting particles to the substrate surface.

• Chemisorption - is a phenomenon where atoms undergo a chemical reaction

in reaction zone close to the substrate surface, stick to the surface and form a

strong bond (binding energy 1− 10 eV).
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All preparation methods use either physisorption or chemisorption of particles

onto the surface. Methods such as: CVD - Chemical Vapour Deposition, ALD -

Atomic Layer Deposition, CSD - Chemical Solution Deposition, PLD - Pulsed Laser

Deposition and MBE - Moelcular Beam Epitaxy [2]. If none of the two choices

mentioned above occur, atom diffuses on the surface due to thermal energy and can

subsequently desorb. The number of atoms adsorbed on the sample surface to the

total amount of incident atoms is described by so called sticking coefficient k with

relation

k =
Nad

Nin

, (1.1)

where Nad is the number of adsorbed particles and Nin is the number of incoming

particles.

Thin films are mostly grown by epitaxial growth. Epitaxial growth is a layer

growth where crystallographic structure of grown layer corresponds with crystallo-

graphic structure of the substrate, i.e. oriented growth of monocrystalline layers.

Epitaxial growth plays major role in manufacturing of semiconductor devices as well

as in manufacturing of magnetic structures and multistructures. This growth is also

used in production of artificial crystals, so called hyperstructures [4].

The layer growth of adsorbed particles could be divided into three basic types

based on the nucleation points and the way they grow. All three types are shown

in Figure 1.2 where Θ is the number of monolayers [5]:

• Frank-van der Merwe (layer-by-layer) - The force between adatom1 and

the surface is stronger than the force between adatom and adatom. The result

is a smooth monolayer as schematically shown in Figure 1.2 a).

• Volmer-Weber (island formation) - The force between adatom and adatom

is stronger than the force between adatom and the surface. As a result, islands

are created on the surface, mostly on a imperfection of the surface. Schemat-

ically shown in Figure 1.2 b).

• Stranski-Krastanov (layer plus island) - The growth in this mode is firstly

dominated by layer-by-layer growth and then after overcoming a certain layer

thickness the island growth overtakes the lead. Schematically shown in Figure

1.2 c). The critical thickness depends on surface energies and lattice parame-

ters.

1Adatom - atom that lies on a crystal surface.
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Figure 1.2: Thin film growth modes: a) Frank-van der Merwe (layer-by-layer) mode,

b) Volmer-Weber (island formation) mode, and c) Stranski-Krastanov (layer plus

island) mode. The parameter Θ represents the number of monolayers. Adapted

from ref. [6].

Epitaxial growth is further divided into two types by grown material. If substrate

and epitaxial layer are from the same material, growth is called the homoepitaxy.

In homoepitaxial growth the lattice constant a of substrate and grown layer corre-

sponds, which decreases the amount of defects and imperfections on the interface.

If substrate is from a different material than epitaxial layer, growth is called the

heteroepitaxy. Heteroepitaxial growth contains lot of imperfections and tension on

the interface.
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2 GALLIUM NITRIDE

Galium nitride is a III(Ga) / V(N) semiconductor commonly used in light - emitting

diodes since 1990s. Its direct band gap of Eg = 3.39 eV at 300 K has made GaN

best candidate for devices operating in blue or UV part of the electromagnetic

spectrum [7]. This compound is made out of N atoms and much larger Ga atoms that

crystallize in two different crystallographic structures, hexagonal wurtzite structure

and cubic zincblende structure. Such polytypism is common in wide band gap

semiconductors. Structures are schematically shown in Figure 2.1. The chemical

bond of N is predominantly covalent which means, that constituents develop four

tetrahedral bonds for each atom. Because of the large differences in electronegativity

of the two constituents, there is a significant ionic contribution to the bond, which

determines the stability of the respective phase [8].

The III-nitrides usually crystallize in wurtzite structure, which is the thermody-

namically stable structure at ambient conditions. This structure has a hexagonal

unit cell and thus two lattice constants a and c.

Wurtzite structure consist of two interpenetrating hexagonal close packed (HCP)

lattices, where one hexagonal structure carries Ga atoms and one N atoms. HCP

lattices are offset along the c axis by 5/8 c. The zincblende structure has a cubic

unit cell with four Ga atoms and four N atoms. The position of atom within the

unit cell is identical to the diamond crystal structure. Both structures consist of

two interpenetrating faces - centered cubic sublattices offset by 1/4 of the distance

along body diagonal. The properties of cubic GaN are expected to be very similar to

wurtzite GaN, except cubic structure having lower phonon scattering and different

band gap [8].

Big difference between electronegativities of Ga (χGa = 1.81) and N (χN = 3.04)

leads in a strong ionic behaviour of the covalent bond. Therefore cations and anions

along the c axis attract each other by electrostatic force. This feature makes the

wurtzite structure more stable than zincblende structure.

2.0.1 Polarity of GaN

Polarity of materials predetermine layout of a compound and its volume and surface

properties. GaN grown in c axis, described by Miller indices as (0001) can be divided

in two types of polarities: Ga–polarity and N–polarity [9]. GaN with Ga–polarity

is chemically more stable, has higher electric resistivity and smoother surface. N–

polarized GaN have higher surface roughness, high amount of oxygen impurities but

lower density of dislocations. It can also be chemically etched [7, 10].

7



Figure 2.1: a) A schema of the hexagonal wurtzite crystal structure of GaN, a and c

are lattice constants. b) A schema of the cubic zincblende crystal structure of GaN.

Adapted from ref. [8].

Structures with polar wurtzite lattice, III–nitrides show spontanious and piezo-

electric polarization. Spontaneous polarization is oriented from substrate to material

surface [0001] or vice versa [0001̄], depending on GaN polarity. Spontaneous polar-

ization occurs when crystal is not mechanically strained. Piezoelectric polarization

occurs due to lattice mismatch stress when grown by heteroepitaxy. The piezoelec-

tric polarization vector is same as by spontaneous polarization [11,12].

Figure 2.2: Elementar cell of wurtzite crystal lattice GaN with (a) Ga–polarity and

(b) N–polarity. Adapted from ref. [9, 10].

2.0.2 GaN and III-nitrides

The band gap energy for III - IV group semiconductors range from 0.7 eV for InN,

3.39 eV for GaN till 6.2 eV for AlN. Band gap engineering1 allows to modify the

band gap structure. These materials are attractive for optical industry that demand

working range from red to ultraviolet wavelength. Figure 2.3 shows the band gap

sizes for choosen materials dependent on chemical bond length. Moreover, equation

2.1 shows dependence of GaN band gap on temperature according to Bougrov et

al. [13].

1Band gap Engineering - chemical combination of semiconductor materials in order to get

desired band gap.
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Eg(T ) = Eg(0)− 7.7× 10−4 T 2

T + 600
(eV), (2.1)

where T is temperature in K and Eg(0) = 3.47 eV and Eg(0) = 3.28 eV for

wurtzite and zincblende structure, respectively. Parameters such as band gap Eg,

dielectric constant ε, melting temperature Tm, and Young’s modulus Y are treated as

a constant for a bulk specimen and they are almost not correlated. However, at the

nanoscale these parameters become tunable due to the size and shape dependences

[14].

Figure 2.3: Band gap width dependance on chemical bond length for III-N and

other related semiconductors. Adapted from ref. [15].

2.0.3 Properties of GaN

Main parameters are discussed in the following text and written in Table 2.1. GaN

is very hard material with ultimate tensile strength σGaN = 12 ± 2 GPa, although

if strongly doped, it becomes fragile. GaN is also mechanically stable with high

heat capacity and thermal conductivity. GaN starts to desolve at temperature

T = 1 120 K. At this temperature the vapour pressure of nitrogen is in equil-

librium with liquid gallium and gas nitrogen. The thermal equillibrium with vapour

9



Table 2.1: Properties of GaN in Wwrtzite crystallographic structure. Retaken from

[8,18].

Property Value

Energy band gap Eg [eV] at 300 K 3.4

Energy band gap Eg [eV] at 5 K 3.5

Density (g·cm−3) 6.15

Lattice constant a [nm] 0.318843

Lattice constant c [nm] 0.518524

Melting point [K] > 2573 (at 60 kbar)

Maximum electron mobility [cm2·V−1·s−1] at 300 K 1350

Maximum electron mobility [cm2·V−1·s−1] at 77 K 19200

Thermal conductivity [W·cm−1·K−1] at 300 K 2.1

Heat capacity [J·mol−1·K−1] at 300 K 35.3

Thermal expansion ∆a/a [K−1] 5.59×10−6

Thermal expansion ∆c/c [K−1] 3.17×10−6

pressure goes up to T = 2 700 K for pressure in units of GPa [15]. Thermal con-

ductivity of GaN is limited by scattering of phonons on dislocations, therefore by

decreasing the density of dislocations, thermal conductivity can be increased [16].

GaN is also chemically very stable compound (9.12 eV per molecule [15]). It is

insoluble in most acids and bases at any temperature. Therefore it is convenient to

use GaN in chemically active environments. But as a drawback, GaN components

can not be fabricated as easily by chemical etching.

GaN has found its place as one of the most important semiconductor not only

because its wide band gap, but also due to other electric properties. Intensity

of the breakdown electric field is ten times higher than for Si and GaAs, which

allows higher working voltage and current. The current carrier mobility in GaN

is average comparative to SiC or Si, but can be increased by increasing quality

of GaN layers (mainly decreasing the number of the dislocations). GaN, without

being intentionally doped shows n – doping due to impurities (mostly oxygen and

nitrogen vacancies) that serve as donors. Increasement of the GaN quality leads to

lower concentration of free electrons. Nowadays, the concentration of free electrons

is about 1014 cm−3 [17].
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2.0.4 GaN applications

Preparation method of high quality GaN on standardized Si wafer was recently suc-

cessful. GaN wafer can now be produced in Si production companies and slowly

substitute Si major role in semi-conductor industry. The physical properties of GaN

make it an attractive semiconductor for many electronic and optoelectronic devices.

Its wide, direct energy band gap makes it suitable for short wavelength emitters and

detectors such as white and color light emitting diodes (LEDs). Gallium nitride also

forms a solid solutions with AlN and InN, making a wide range (Eg = 1.9−6.2 eV) of

possible energy band gaps. In 1990s the research group of Shuji Nakamura produced

first bright blue light beam from semiconductors using GaN, enabling construction

of white LED and therefore manufacturing of full-color LED display and blue laser

devices used in computers, laptops, phones, tablets. Their invention was awarded

with Nobel Prize in physics in 2014 [19]. LEDs perform high reliability, durability

(up to 100 000 hours) and low energy consumption. Short wavelength emittors, UV

LEDs are promising devices for efficient water purification, since UV light destroys

the DNA of bacteria, viruses and microorganisms. They have also caused a rev-

olution in optical data storage and reading (Blue-ray disc). In the last decade, a

lot of attention is being paid to GaN nanorods, nanowires and nanocolumns, since

they are promising in application for LED and unipolar transistors. Compared to

2D thin GaN layers, nanorods have bigger active surface. Thanks to their waveg-

uide properties, quantum efficiency and light emission of LED can be increased for

50 % [20].

Good thermal stability of GaN is advantageous for high-temperature and high

power electronics such as power converters and transistors. Transistors are being

pushed to their limits in efficiency, higher output power, higher frequencies and high

reliability. GaN HEMT is more stable and efficient than Si based power devices

[2, 21].

2.1 Substrates for the GaN growth

Homoepitaxy is the best way of producing high quality GaN films. However GaN

single crystals are small in size and extremely expensive. Therefore homoepitaxially

grown GaN layers will never be commercially available. A considerable effort was

made to find a suitable substrate for a growth of high quality heteroepitaxial GaN

films. Used substrate has crucial influence on quality and properties of GaN grown

layer. Parameters of the grown layer are greatly influenced by the parameters of

substrate, such as: lattice constant, crystal structure, reactivity, thermodynami-

cal and electric properties and complexity of substrate preparation. The substrate

11



Table 2.2: Substrate candidates for GaN growth and their parameters. Adapted

from ref. [18].

Material Structure
Latice

mismatch [%]
Lattice constant [Å]

a c

GaN Wurtzite 0 3.19 5.19

Al2O3 Rhombohedral ∼ 15 4.77 12.98

Si Diamond ∼21 5.43 -

SiC (6H) Wurtzite ∼3.5 3.09 15.12

Ge Diamond ∼ 20 5.66 -

GaAs Zincblende ∼20 5.65 -

AlN Isomorphic ∼2.5 3.11 4.98

LiGaO2 Orthorhombic ∼0.9 3.16 5.01

influences the structure of grown layer, crystallographic orientation, surface morfol-

ogy, elastic tension and concentration of defects [22]. There are many substrates,

including metals, insulating metal oxides, metal nitrides and other semiconductors,

for GaN growth that have been reported so far [23]. Table 2.2 shows most used

substrates with their lattice parameters.

2.1.1 Sapphire (Al2O3)

Sapphire still remains the most commonly employed substrate for GaN epitaxial

growth because of its good thermal stability, availability of large size and low cost.

This material was used by Maruskas and Tietjens pioneering study of GaN epitaxial

growth [24]. The relatively large lattice mismatch (∼ 15%) of sapphire with GaN

leads to high dislocation density (1010 cm−2) in the epitaxial GaN film. High defect

densities degrade the device performance by reducing the charge carrier mobility,

minority carrier lifetime and decreses the thermal conductivity [18]. The thermal

expansion coefficient of sapphire is significantly higher than of GaN which leads to

cracking of the thicker films. Sapphire is an insulator, therefore all electrical contacts

must be made to the front of the device. This layout reduces the active area and

complicates the fabrication process. Another drawback of sapphire is the possesion

of oxygen atoms, they can diffuse to GaN layer and change its electric properties.
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2.1.2 Silicon (Si)

Silicon is very popular material used all over semiconductor industry. Broad manu-

facturing of sillicon wafers and well known procedure of preparation made the price

reasonable. Si is used mostly because its good physical properties, high availibility

and low price. The surface of silicon can be extremely smooth and the crystallo-

graphic structure is with low density of defects. Si wafers are available in many

different crystallographic orientations, with different dopants and also as semicon-

ductors type n or p. However, since the lattice mismatch between Si and GaN is

high (∼ 21%), the quality of GaN layers is low. In order to increase the poor quality

of GaN on Si, an interlayer (buffer layer) has to be present. Suitable material as a

buffer layer is AlN. AlN itself can be also used as a substrate. As a buffer layer can

also be used the same material as substrate deposited under low temperature [10,25].

2.1.3 Silicon Carbide (SiC)

Silicon carbide is another widely used substrate for GaN growth. Its biggest advan-

tage is the small lattice mismatch (∼ 3.5%). Silicon carbide is resistive, hard and

polymorphous semiconductor. It has high thermal conductivity and high electrical

conductivity if doped. Another advantage of SiC is its availability in both carbon

and silicon polarities enabling a control over the polarity of GaN grown film. How-

ever, SiC does have its disadvantages. GaN epitaxy directly on SiC is problematic,

due to poor wetting between these materials [18]. This problem can be overcome

by buffer layer, usually AlN layer.

2.1.4 Germanium (Ge)

In spite of very significant lattice constant mismatch (∼ 20%) the GaN layer quality

turns out surprisingly good. The good results of GaN grown on Ge are explained by

the formation of a buffer layer of Ge3N4 right before the GaN epitaxy. This buffer

layer lowers the lattice constant mismatch and makes the GaN film polar, which

prevents it from mixed polarity [26].

2.1.5 Gallium Arsenide (GaAs)

The material advantage of GaAs to GaN is clear, since both materials are III-V

compounds. The isoelectric structure, the shared element Ga, is big advantage in

epitaxial growth of GaN. The technological advantage is a well established process

in which many different crystallographic orientations in polar and nonpolar layout

with low resistivity are available [10]. There are many disadvantages to GaAs as
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a substrate for GaN epitaxy. Such as large lattice constant mismatch (∼ 20%)

and thermal expansion coefficient mismatch. Also poor thermal conductivity, and

perhaps most problematic, low thermal stability [18]. Better nucleation conditions

can be provided by nitridation of GaAs substrate. Thin nitrogen layer occurs on

the substrate surface which lowers the lattice constant mismatch and suppresses the

decomposition of the GaAs [18].

2.1.6 Lithium Gallate (LiGaO2)

Lithium gallate is the closest substrate for GaN heteroepitaxy growth in terms of

lattice constant mismatch (∼ 0.9%). GaN can be grown without using any buffer

layer. GaN grown on lithium gallate in very thin layer has better quality than GaN

grown in same layer thickness on sapphire or SiC substrates. It is also relatively

inexpensive, compared to SiC. The biggest disadvantage of this material is its elec-

trical insulating properties, low thermal stability in growth process, low conductivity

and high thermal expansion coefficients [18].

2.2 Preparation methods of GaN

2.2.1 Hydride Vapor Phase Epitaxy (HVPE)

Hydride Vapour Phase Epitaxy is very popular growth technique, due to its high

growth rate (100 − 200 µm/h) and bulk GaN films, for production of high quality,

large diameter and thick GaN layers (more than 200 µm). Such thick layers are used

as free stading substrate. [8]. HVPE has been demonstrated more than 40 years ago

[24]. This method involves crystallization at ambient pressure of GaN with ammonia

(NH3) and gallium chloride (GaCl) at temperature of about T = 1 300 K. GaN is

mostly deposited on a foreign substrate, which requires use of etching and self lift-

off techniques to remove GaN film and yield a free-standing GaN substrate. Larger

diameter GaN crystals can not be grown on foreign substrates, because they suffer

from lattice bowing (due to mismatch of lattice constants and thermal expansion

coefficient) [27]. HVPE reactor shown schematically in Figure 2.4 consists of two

main parts.

In the source part of HVPE reactor, reaction of gaseous HCL and liquid Ga at

temperatures T = 750− 900 ◦C takes place, forming GaCl according to equation

2Ga + 2HCl←→ 2GaCl + H2. (2.2)

Afterwards the GaCl and NH3 are transported to the second zone (substrate

zone) separately by a carrier gas mixture of H2 and inert gas. At the substrate zone,
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Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of GaN growth by HVPE method. Adapted

from ref [28].

the source species are mixed and react at temperatures T = 900− 1100 ◦C to form

GaN on the substrate according to equation

GaCl + NH3 ←→ GaN + HCl + H2. (2.3)

During this process the grown III-nitride can be doped as p-type or n-type

semiconductor. It is clear from this reaction, that if hydrogen is used as a carrier

instead of nitrogen, the growth rate will be lower. This method is promissing for

manufacturing a self-standing substrates for subsequent re-growth, since its high

growth rate.

Vapor Phase Epitaxy can be done not only with hydrogen or sodium, but also

with chloride (Cl-VPE) or metalorganic materials (MOVPE).

2.2.2 High Nitrogen Pressure Solution growth (HNPS) and

Sodium-flux method

The High Nitrogen Pressure Solution growth method is a gradient method based on

a direct reaction between liquid gallium (Ga) and gaseous nitrogen (N2). Chemical

reaction takes place under a high temperature (up to 1800 K) and high pressure

(up to 1 GPa). Nitrogen molecules dissociate on gallium surface and dissolve in the

metal. Crystals are grown from the solution of atomic nitrogen in liquid gallium.

The driving force of crystallization process is created by the temperature gradinet

along the liquid gallium. Atomic nitrogen follows the path of decreasing tempera-

ture, where GaN crystallizes and grows. The research group of M. Bockowski has

observed, that the nitride crystals can be grown spontaneously from the walls of the

crucible. This growth process is schematically shown in Figure 2.5(a). The shape of

these GaN crystals is a hexagonal platelets or needles. Also a seeded crystalization
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can take place if GaN or foreign seeds are immersed in the gallium prior to GaN

growth, shown in Figure 2.5(b) [29].

A sodium-flux method is an upgrade to HNPS. Na in the Ga melt function as

catalyst dissociating the N2 molecules. Moreover it greatly decreases the growth

temperature (around 850 K) and pressure (around 5 MPa) [30].

Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of GaN growth by HNPS method. Adapted

from ref [29].

2.2.3 Metalorganic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD)

Metalorganic Chemical Vapor Deposition is a deposition technique that utilizes

volatile metalorganic compounds to transport metallic atoms. Metallic atoms are

nonvolatile and whole process has to be done under convenient temperature. The

metal organic compounds are usually mixed with other source materials (such as

hydrides) that react to form compound semiconductor film. Most common MOCVD

process is by introducing trimethyl gallium and ammonia simultaneously into the

reaction chamber. Substrate, such as sapphire, is in the reaction chamber heated

to about 1800 K and by introduction of the gaseous atmosphere, following chemical

reaction takes place [31,32],

(CH3)3Ga + NH3 ←→ GaN + 3(CH3)H. (2.4)

Ternary compounds such as AlGaN and InGaN can be obtained by combining

trimethyl aluminium or trimethyl indium simultaneously with trimethyl gallium. All
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of these follow equation 2.4. The reaction furnace for MOCVD growth is schemati-

cally shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Schematical principle of MOCVD growth method for materials such as

GaN, AlGaN, InGaN, etc. Adapted from [33].

2.2.4 Molecular Beam Epitaxy

Molecular Beam Epitaxy has become one of the most common method for prepa-

ration of GaN layers, mainly because of ability to produce high quality layers with

sharp abrupt interfaces, good control of thickness and doping possibility [32]. MBE

belongs to a Physical Vapor Deposition methods (PVD). Main advantage of PVD

methods is a precise control of deposition parameters in situ. MBE was developed

in the second half of 1960s in Bell Telephone Laboratories in USA by J. R. Arthur

and A. Y. Cho for growth of thin and untrathin crystallographic layers [34]. Atomic

and molecular beams are formed by effusion cells, that aim required material on the

substrate. The process of epitaxial growth was discussed in section 1 and on Figure

2.7 is schematically shown a general layout of MBE deposition chamber. Deposition

has to be done in an ultra high vacuum conditions (UHV2), since mean free path

of particles is needed. Bad pressure conditions, thus short mean free path leads to

layer contamination. Mean free path l can be calculated by equation 2.5

l =
kBT

π
√

2pd2
, (2.5)

2UHV - ultra high vacuum, pressure in vacuum chamber lower than 10−7 Pa.
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where kB is a Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, p is the pressure and d is

diametre of the particle. The chamber pressure is usually about p = 10−7 Pa, where

the mean free path is bigger than the dimension of the vacuum chamber.

Figure 2.7: Schematics of an UHV deposition chamber for MBE. Adapted from [10].

In case of GaN MBE growth, effusion cell such as shown in Figure 2.8, is used.

Cell contains a crucible from nonreactive material (Boron Nitride, special ceramic,

quartz, molybden), thungsten filament and a colimator. Thungsten filament is

heated by electric current to temperature Tfil ∼ 2 800 K. At this temperature,

thermal electrons are emited from the filament surface. Electrons are accelerated

towards the crucible, which is made out of molybdenum in this case and brought to

voltage of Ucr ∼ 800 V. Crucible is filled up with the depositing material, such as

Al, In, Ti, Au, Au, Mg and in this case with high purity gallium (99.9999%)3. Elec-

tron bombardment is heating up the crucible, as well as the gallium and sufficient

evaporation of Ga takes place. Evaporated Ga atoms and ions continue straight

forward to the substrate. Ions are filtered out with electrostatic potential built

into the colimator and current Iion is measured in nanoamper range. Ion current

is proportional to the amount of Ga neutral atoms passing through the colimator.

Neutral atoms are than being deposited onto the substrate by principles described

in chapter 1. Deposition rate (amount of Ga atoms hitting the substrate) can be

modulated by the temperature of Ga in the crucible. Each effusion cell is equipped

with a shutter that can close the colimator outlet. This is necessary for precise de-

position time and constant particle flux during the deposition. In our laboratories

on Institute of Physical Engineering (IPE) at Brno University of Technology we use

for Ga deposition effusion cell EFM 3 from Omicron company shown in Figure 2.9.

3Melting point of gallium is 29.76 ◦C.
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Figure 2.8: Schematical effusion cell cross-section with substantial components.

Adapted from [35].

Figure 2.9: Gallium effusion cell EFM 3 from Scienta Omicron GmbH. Adapted

from [36].
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To grow GaN, ionized or neutral atoms of nitrogen are needed. Molecule of N2

contains a very strong triple bonds which have to be decomposed in order to form

a simple bond Ga – N. The most widely used method how to form Ga – N bond on

substrate is the Radio Frequency Molecular Beam Epitaxy(RF-MBE) plasma source

method. In this method, source nitrogen plasma is generated by inductive coupling

of radio frequency between two electrodes into a discharged chamber with gaseous

nitrogen. Typical frequency is 13.56 MHz, where nitrogen atoms are effectively

induced [37]. N atoms are accelerated to the substrate surface by the pressure

gradient and these atoms undergo reaction, where single bond is created.

Another method is Ion Beam Assisted Deposition (IBAD). Crucial part of the

IBAD device is an ion source, where nitrogen gas is ionized by heated filament.

Ions are subsequently lead to the substrate. The kinetic energy of nitrogen ions

before approaching the surface is 10 − 100 eV. Higher energies cause sputtering of

particles from the surface. Advantage of this method is a direct mass and energy

control of the ion beam. UHV conditions also make in situ analysis possible. In IPE

laboratories, we use so called electron – impact ion source. This ion gun produces N+
2

ions [38,39]. The principle of such ion source is as follows: thermal electrons emitted

from a tungsten filament by electric current are accelerated towards ionization grid.

N2 molecules in the inner part of the source are ionized by collisions with electrons

and thus N+
2 ions formate. Energy of such ions reaching the surface of the substrate

is EN+
2
∼ 50 eV. This energy is sufficient to form a Ga - N single bond.

In this thesis, modified IBA - MBE method was used. Method so called droplet

epitaxy, developed by Gerlach et al. [40] separates the Ga deposition from the nitro-

gen process. That means Ga is deposited on the substrate surface and afterwards,

post-nitridation process takes place. Post-nitridation is schematically shown in Fig-

ure 2.10.

The deposited Ga atoms from effusion cell form a liquid Ga dproplets on the

substrate surface, Figure 2.10 (a). As nitridation starts, low-energy nitrogen ions

(N+
2 ) are approaching the liquid gallium on a substrate at temperature Tsub = 900 K.

Nitrogen ions diffuse down to the peripheral region of the substrate-gallium interface,

due to surface energy minimum, and GaN is formed, Figure 2.10 (b). By further

nitridation, interfacial diffusion and crystallization occurs, thus GaN layer grows,

Figure 2.10 (c). As enough nitrogen ions approached the surface, Ga dissolves and

crystallizes in GaN islands forming a GaN layer, Figure 2.10 (d) [2, 40].
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Figure 2.10: Schematics of transformation of Ga droplets into a GaN by low energy

nitrogen ion irradiation. (a) Ga liquid droplet on the surface. (b) Nitrogen ions are

diffusing along the Ga surface to the peripheral region where crystallization occurs.

(c) Further GaN growth. (d) Final state of prepared GaN. Adapted from ref. [40].

2.3 Self-organized GaN nanostructure growth

Self-organized growth of GaN nanostructures can be observed on substrates without

any structure, where the nucleation sites are on the inhomogenities and impurities

of the material. The latest interest about GaN nanostructures is GaN nanowires.

GaN nanowires have promissing potential for the fabrication of electronic and opto-

electronic devices [41]. Nanowires have mostly shape of cylinder. These structures

have low amount of imperfections, mainly in the upper part, and low tensile stress

due to lattice constant mismatch and thermal expansion coefficient caused by small

pedestal [42]. Nanowires can be manufactured in two major ways: catalyst-assisted

growth and catalyst-free growth.

2.3.1 Catalyst-free GaN nanowire growth

Catalyst-free growth of GaN nanowires is advantageous for quality of grown struc-

tures, because catalyst induces imperfection in grown material. Nanowires can be

grown either by MOCVD or MBE method, methods are described in section 2.2.

GaN nanowires can be grown on a bare substrate (Si, sapphire, ...) however a buffer

layer between substrate and GaN provides nanowires with higher quality. For GaN

is mostly AlN being used. The thickness of the buffer layer is crucial for the density

of grown nanowires. For buffer layer thickness between 60 nm and 100 nm increases

the density of nanowires from 60 µm−2 to 160 µm−2. Crucial is also morfology and

grain size of the buffer layer [43]. Edge facets of AlN grains also provide nucleation
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sites for nanowires. Research group of Debnath et al. [41] has explained nanowire

growth method by diffusion-induced mechanism. At this model, nanowire is grown

not only by direct deposition of atom on the tip of the nanowire, but also from

diffusion process of the adatoms. Adatoms diffuse to the apex of the nanowire from

its lateral sides. This diffusion is driven by minimum of the chemical potential at

the apex. Growth mechanism is schematically shown in Figure 2.11 (a). Figure 2.11

(b) shows a SEM image of GaN nanowires.

Figure 2.11: (a) Schematically shown the catalyst-free GaN nanowire growth.

Nanowire is formed by diffusion and adsorption of Ga and N atoms on the sur-

face. (b) SEM image of GaN nanowire grown at Berlin University. Adapted from

ref. [42, 44].

The ratio of nitrogen and gallium plays also a significant role. If the ratio III/V

(gallium/nitrogen) is low, low amount of nitrogen shortens the diffusive length of

gallium, therefore thin and dense nanowires are grown. High III/V ratio leads to

coalescence of Ga droplets, where nanowires with bigger diameter are grown. This

can result in a GaN layer growth [42]. Geometrical parameters of GaN nanowires are

also dependent on the deposition parameters, such as temperature of substrate, de-

position time etc. By increasing temperature, diffusion length of Ga atoms increases

and substrate is covered with lower density. By longer deposition time, volume and

height of the nanowires can be increased.

2.3.2 Catalyst-assisted GaN nanowire growth

Catalyst-assisted GaN nanowire growth means, that nanowire can not properly grow

without a nucleation site formed by different material. The most used catalyst-

assisted nanowire method is vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth mechanism. This

mechanism is schematically described in Figure 2.12 (a). In the first step, catalytic

nanoparticles are deposited on the substrate surface. Further, Ga and N atoms

are deposited (mostly by CVD method). Ga and N atoms diffuse to the catalytic

nanoparticle and crystallize on the substrate-catalyst interface. Possible catalyst
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for GaN nanowire growth is Au, Ni, Ti or Pt. Crystallization process takes place

exclusively at the catalytic nanoparticle interface, which makes the nanowires to

grow perpendicular to the substrate surface [45]. A SEM image of GaN nanorods

grown from Au nanoparticles is shown in Figure 2.12 (b).

Figure 2.12: (a) Schematically shown the catalyst-assisted GaN VLS growth. (b)

SEM image of GaN nanowire grown with Au nanoparticles. Adapted from ref.

[42,44].

The crystallographic orientation of grown nanowires differs, they can be also

crooked, rotated or splitted. Diameter of grown nanowire is usually smaller than

diameter of catalyst nanoparticle, which makes the catalyst visible on the top of

each nanowire. Catalyst can contaminate the nanowires, which can change the

optical properties. Inhomogeneity of length and crystallographic orientation with

changed optical properties makes nanowires unsuitable for LED application and

other devices [42].
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3 METAL NANOPARTICLES

Metallic nanoparticles have fascinated scientists for over a century and are now

heavily utilized in biomedical science and engineering. Metallic nanoparticles (NPs)

were first reported in 1857 by Michael Faraday. He discovered that their optical

properties are different from those of bulk metals [46]. NPs range from 1 to 500 nm

and are nowadays being widely applied in optics, electronics, chemical catalysis,

energy storage and photovoltaic devices. In the last years they have found large

utilization in tailored nanomaterials for biomedical applications (targeted drug de-

livery, imaging contrast agents, biosensors, etc.) [47]. Various imaging modalities

have been developed over the period of time such as MRI1, CT2, ultrasound, Surface-

enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) and other optical imaging methods. Over

the years, many preparation methods of NPs were developed, such as laser ablation,

electron and gamma irradiation, microwave processing, chemical reduction, photo-

chemical and biological synthetic methods. In this work, we will further focus on

silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs).

3.1 Preparation of silver nanoparticles

Nanosized metallic NPs are unique and can considerably change physical, chemical,

and biological properties due to their high surface-to-volume ratio. Therefore these

NPs have been exploited for various purposes [48]. Generally, the synthesis of NPs

has been carried out in three different approaches.

By physical matters, NPs can be prepared by evaporation - condensation method

using a tube furnace at atmospheric pressures [49]. Spark discharging and pyrolysis

was also shown as efficient method for Ag NPs preparation [50]. The advantages

of physical preparation methods are speed and radiation used as reducing agent.

Disadvantages are high energy consumption, low yield and a lack of uniform distri-

bution [52].

Chemical methods of NPs preparation use organic solvents and consist of three

major elements: metal precursor, reducing agent and stabilizing/capping agent. In

general, NPs can be obtained by two processes, top-down and bottom-up. The top-

down process is mechanical grinding of a bulk silver, where grinded dust is stabilized

by colloidal protecting agent. The bottom-up process composes of nucleation and

subsequent growth realized by electrochemical methods, including chemical reduc-

tion and sono-decomposition [48, 53]. Chemical methods are expensive and contain

1MRI - Magnetic Resonance Imaging.
2CT - Cognitive Therapy.
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toxic and hazardous chemicals, but reach high yields. It is also very difficult to pre-

pare Ag NPs with a well-defined size. Particles have to be also prevented by capping

agent from aggregation, which lowers the purity of the NP. Recently, Abbasi et al.

explained a detailed synthesis process, that could lead to lower cost and high yield

NPs manufacturing [54].

In recent years, Ag NPs became more popular and commercially available due

to high demand. Ag NPs are fabricated in diameters from 10 - 100 nm by compa-

nies such as Sigma-Aldrich, BBI, nanoComposix, etc. NPs are manufactured and

stored in colloidal solutions. To prevent clustering, NPs have to be coated with a

stabilizating agent, mostly used is the citric acid (citrate). Anion of citrate covers

the NP surface and ensures the repulsion of other NPs. By the amount of negative

charge in the solution, one can tell the potential stability of the system. However,

quantification of negative charge in such solution is complicated. Therefore, so called

zeta potential was established [55]. Zeta potential can be indirectly measured and

reflects the stability of the NP solution. If NPs have a high positive or high negative

zeta potential, NP colloidal solution is stable (NPs do not aggregate), because NPs

repel each other. In Figure 3.1 zeta potential of silicon dioxide, silver and gold NPs

in colloidal solutions with various pH is shown. Protons are attracted to the NP

due to the negatively charged citrate capping on the NP surface. Increasing number

of protons relates by definition as lowering pH, therefore zeta potential of NPs also

decreases with decreasing pH. Colloidal solution with zeta potential between 30 mV

and -30 mV is considered as being unstable [55].

SiO2 in Figure 3.1 has negative zeta potential up to pH = 4. The zero zeta

potential is so called isoelectric point. If pH of SiO2 (silica surface with native oxid)

decreases to pH lower than 4, zeta potential is positive, corresponding to positively

charged surface. This feature of zeta potential modulation by pH play a key role

in substrate preparation. If the SiO2 substrate has a positively charged surface

(positive zeta potential) and metal NPs have negativelly charged surface (negative

zeta potential) at same pH, attractive force occurs and NPs stick to the substrate

surface. Colloidal solution of Ag NPs has typically pH = 5.5, pH of silicon wafer

ranges between 3-4. To lower the pH of colloidal solution, hydrofluoric (HF) or

hydrochloric (HCl) acid is added. As SiO2 substrate is inserted in the NP solution

with pH of 4, NPs are being captured on the substrate surface by electrostatic forces.

By increasing the time of immersing the substrate in the solution, NP concentration

increases. NP concentration can be also increased by lowering the pH of the solution.

The preparation process is schematically shown in Figure 3.2.

Such preparation method is very simple, however the NPs are contaminated with

chemicals applied for lowering the pH. And particles are randomly distributed among

the substrate surface, so in order to get certain amount of NPs per mm2 experimental
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Figure 3.1: Zeta potential dependence of SiO2, Ag a Au on the pH of the surrounding

medium. Region of pH where deposition of Ag/Au NPs on the SiO2 surface occurs

is gray. Adapted from ref. [56].

Figure 3.2: Schematic process of NP deposition. In the first step, colloidal solution

with NPs is mixed with HCl, so that the pH of resulting solution is 4. Afterwards,

Si substrate is left in the solution for about 20 minutes. In the last step, sample is

blown dry with nitrogen gas.
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work has to be done. A selective deposition process of NPs was developed [57]. This

metod was also studied at IPE in Brno [56].

3.2 Optical properties of metallic nanoparticles

The optical properties of metallic nanoparticles are strongly dependent on their ge-

ometrical parameters (size and shape), chemical composition and local dielectric

surrounding. NPs are well known thanks to their resonant enhanced absorption

and scattering of light in visible range of electromagnetic spectrum. Therefore col-

loidal solutions of different materials have been used to stain glass in the past. Such

bright scattering of NP smaller than the wavelength was a mystery for centuries.

This phenomenon of strange NP scattering could have been understood after Ger-

man physicist Gustav Mie developed his theory in 1908. This theory deals with

electromagnetic plane wave scattering on a homogeneous sphere. The formalism

allows to calculate how the incoming light is scattered and the intensity of electric

field inside and outside of a spherical object [58]. Nowadays we know, that it is

due to collective oscillations of free conductive electrons confined in a metallic NP,

coupled with an interacting electromagnetic field. This feature is called localized

surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). If conductive electrons are not confined, the

feature is called surface plasmon polariton (SPP), which propagates on the metal -

dielectric interface.

Metallic NP behaviour is schematically shown in Figure 3.3. Polarization of free

conductive electrons occurs while electromagnetic wave (namely electric field) enters

close proximity of NP. Much heavier ionic cores then give rise to a restoring force

which causes electron oscillations [56].

Oscillating NPs act as radiating dipoles, thus posses a dipole momentum. The

dipole momentum p induced by uniform electrostatic field E in a homogeneous,

isotropic metal sphere with radius R is given by

p = 4πε0εmR
3 ε− εm

ε+ 2εm

E, (3.1)

where ε is a dielectric function of the metal sphere and εm is a dielectric function

of surrounding medium.

3.3 Photoluminiscence

Photoluminiscence (PL) is light (electromagnetic radiation) emission from matter

after previous absorption of photon, with energy of several eV. Luminiscence can
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Figure 3.3: a) Schematics of a propagating surface plasmon polariton on a metal -

dielectric interface. b) Schematics of localized surface plasmon resonance on metal

NPs while illuminated by electromagnetic wave. Adapted from ref. [59].
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be divided into many categories depending on the way of energy supply. Mechano-

luminiscence - light emission resulting from a mechanical action on a solid matter.

Chemiluminiscence - light emission as a result of a chemical reaction. Crystallolu-

miniscence - light emission produced during crystallization. Cathodoluminiscence -

light emission as a result of electron beam excitement (102 - 103 eV). And many

others.

A PL spectroscopy is a non-destructive and non-contact method of determining

the electronic structure of materials, mostly used for investigation of semiconduc-

tors. PL is a process of electron transitions between its energetic states. Every

material has its own band structure which describes the energy levels of electrons.

Semiconductor band structure contains a gap between valence band and conduction

band. So called Jablonski diagram, explaining the mechanism of photoluminiscence

is shown in Figure 3.4. By illuminating the semiconductor material with visible

electromagnetic radiation (light, laser), of energy E = hf greater than the band gap

energy (energy between S0 and S1), electrons can be excited from their ground state

in valence band to the excited states in conduction band. Electrons from excited

states can undergo a non-radiative relaxation to lower energetic states, from which

they eventually fall back to the valence band, under emission of photon. These pho-

ton emission processes are recorded and ploted by dependence on their wavelength,

such spectra are shown in Section3.3.1. Band gap structure is a theoretical model.

A real crystal has more energy levels in band structure due to defects (dislocations,

vacancies, etc.). Each defect brings an additional electron state, that can be seen in

measured spectra.

PL is then further divided into two processes depending on the transition between

energetic states in electron band structure and the time delay between illumination

and luminiscence. A singlet - singlet electronic relaxation with lifetime of nanosec-

onds is called fluorescence. A triplet - singlet relaxation with duration of miliseconds

to hours is called phosphorescence [60].

3.3.1 Photoluminiscence of GaN

Photoluminiscence of GaN is often measured and widely discussed, since it is a

promissing material for optoelectronic applications. Such spectra always consist of

two peaks and are shown in Figure 3.5. A near-bandedge emission (NBE) peak with

maximum between 3.40− 3.42 eV and a broader band having maximum at 2.2 eV.

The NBE is assigned to annihilation of free exciton states3. The broader band is

3Band to band recombination between electrons in conduction band and holes in the valence

band.
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Figure 3.4: Jablonski diagram, explaining the mechanism of fluorescence and phos-

phorescence. S0 represents the valence band, S1 conduction band and S2 the excited

states of conduction band. Adapted from ref. [61].

assigned to transition from the conduction band to a deep acceptor, most probably

involving a Ga vacancy [62]. This peak is so called yellow luminiscent (YL) peak,

having usually linewidth (FWHM4) at 400 meV [62]. The ratio between NBE and

YL peak intensities is often considered as one of the main criteria of GaN quality.

Smaller the YL peak is, higher is the quality of GaN. The NBE peak also carries

information about GaN quality. Quality grows by decreasing FWHM. However it has

been shown, that the peak intensities depend on the excitation intensity, as shown in

Figure 3.5 [63]. Also temperature plays a role in peak intensities as refered by M. A.

Reshchokov, with increasing temperature, the FWHM of NBE peak increases [62].

3.4 Photoluminiscence enhancement

In last decade, there has been a big effort put into making light emitting diodes

(LEDs) more efficient. Increase in LED efficiency was studied mostly by implement-

ing NPs in the semiconductor structure [1,64–67]. Similar approach in implementing

NPs is being done for example in graphene solar cell research [68]. As described in

Section 3.2, metal NPs have a striking ability of collective oscillation of free conduc-

tive electrons called surface plasmon (SP). As NPs are confined, collective oscialla-

tion is localized and therefore localized surface plasmon (LSP). LSP can be excited

4Full Width at Half Maximum.
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Figure 3.5: Room temperature PL spectra of GaN crystal grown by MBE with

c-plane sapphire substrate, measured by different excitation intensities. Adapted

from ref. [69].

by illuminating the metal NP with light of resonant frequency. Resonant frequency

differs with size, shape and material of the NP. As LSP occurs in metal NP, elec-

tromagnetic field is enhanced in close vicinity. As Jang et al. showed, silver NPs

embedded into InGaN/GaN nanopillar LED structure, changed their photoluminis-

cence spectra significantly [1]. Experiment shows the luminiscence enhancement of

LEDs by the energy coupling of LSPs with the quantum well region of the LEDs.

In Figure 3.6 (a), nanopillar structure is schematically shown. Figure 3.6 (b) shows

the SEM image of prepared substrate. Figure 3.6 (c) shows the Ag NPs embed-

ded into the nanopillar structure. In this layout, NPs are very close to the active

zone. If NP plasmon resonance occurs at the same wavelength as the emission wave-

length does, direct energy transfer is established. This energy transfer should lead

to emission spectra enhancement, however experimental results have shown decrease

in photoluminiscence spectra, see Figure 3.6 (e).

Photoluminiscence spectra were quenched due to non-radiative energy transfer.

In order to overcome non-radiative energy phenomenon, Jang et al. [1] has repeated

the experiment with Ag NPs covered in sillica shell. SiO2 as insulator would close

the non-radiative energy channel between semiconductor structure and NP, see fig-

ure 3.6 (d). As a result of this layout, PL intensity has been increased by 59 %.

Cho et al. [65] has gotten similar PL enhancement (72 %) when using nano-disks
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Figure 3.6: (a) Schematic structure of the InGaN/GaN nanopillar, (b) SEM image

of the nanopillar structures, (c) Ag NP embedded nanopillar structure, (d) Ag/SiO2

NP embedded nanopillar structure. (e) Photoluminiscence spectra of each material

layout. Adapted from ref. [1].
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embedded in p-GaN. The principle of PL enhancement has been discussed. Very

promissing characteristic of plasmonic resonancies is, that they occur at frequencies

corresponding to the typical electronic excitations in matter. That leads to the ap-

pearance of strong interaction between LSPs and light emitters (such as molecules,

dyes, quantum dots, etc.) placed in the vicinity of metals [66]. The light emitter

intensity is influenced by two main factors. Firstly, the quantum yield, that char-

acterizes the ability of light emitter to radiate while being excited. Secondly, the

amount of electromagnetic energy that could be absorbed by light emittor during

excitation, which is proportional to the electric field at the emitter position [70].

In the InGaN semiconductor structure, both of these factors play significant role.

The LSP enhances the electromagnetic field in close vicinity of the NP in orders of

magnitude at excitation frequency. The quantum yield enhancement is related to

the possibility to excite LSPs with the emitted photons at emission frequency [2].

3.5 Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)

Raman spectroscopy is a spectroscopic technique used to observe vibrational, ro-

tational, and other low-frequency modes in a matter. The method is named after

Indian scientist Sir C. V. Raman, who was awarded by Nobel prize in 1930 [71]. Ra-

man spectroscopy is very powerful non-destructive method providing a structural

fingerprint by which molecules can be identified. An incident monochromatic light

is inelastically scattered, due to interaction with molecular vibrations (phonons) in

studied matter. The energy shift (Raman signal) provides the information about the

vibrational modes in the system. Major disadvantage of the Raman spectroscopy

is the weak signal from Raman effect, low cross-sectional scattering, which leads to

low sensitivity. To overcome this weakness of Raman spectroscopy, Surface-enhanced

Raman spectroscopy has emerged.

Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) increases the Raman signal by

factor of 1010 using metal NPs. First article reporting the phenomenon of SERS was

published by M. Fleischmann et al. [72]. Even though SERS effect is known since

1974, the mechanism of enhancement is still under debate. The main contributor to

the intensity enhancement is an electromagnetic effect arising from the laser exci-

tation of localized surface plasmons (see section 3.2). As enhanced electromagnetic

field in close vicinity of the metal NP occurs, both the incident and scattered light

are influenced resulting in a total Raman signal enhancement. A smaller contribu-

tion to SERS effect comes from a charge transfer mechanism. Investigated molecules

with appropriate acceptor or donor orbitals can interact with the metal NP. Only a
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small fraction of molecules experience this chemical enhancement. Metals exhibiting

the largest SERS enhancement are silver, gold and copper [73].

SERS is being widely used for its high sensitivity. However, since the energy

transfer mechanism (enhancement principle) is still under debate, big variety of ma-

terials is being studies by SERS for further understanding. Milekhin et al. reported

Raman signal enhancement with GaN nanocolumns and nanocrystals with Ag clus-

ters [74,75]. Wang et al. has studied SERS effect of Ag nanostructures prepared on

epitaxial grown GaN films [76]. All structures described in articles, studying SERS

effect on metal NPs with GaN substrate were made as follows: GaN structures,

such as nanorods, nanocrystals and films were prepared. Afterwards metal NPs

were distributed among the surface.

This thesis follows and extends the research work done in diploma thesis of

Martin Čalkovský [2], where the preparation of GaN nanocrystals with Ag metal

core was done. Firstly, the metal NPs are deposited on the substrate and afterwards

GaN nanocrystal is formed over the metal NP. Such metal core GaN nanocrystals

are promissing for strong SERS signal. These structures can contribute to better

understanding of SERS phenomenon and are also very curious in photoluminiscence

measurements.
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4 PREPARATION OF GAN NANOCRYSTALS

WITH A METAL CORE

Preparation of nanocrystals with a metal core has been done with variety of materi-

als [77–79]. However, GaN metal core nanocrystals have not been done commonly,

becuase of high deposition temperature (T∼1000 ◦C ) of GaN. Such high temper-

ature during the deposition process harms the metal NPs. At IPE in Brno, low

energy ion-beam assisted molecular beam epitaxy (IBA-MBE) of GaN was devel-

oped [80]. This method allows the deposition of GaN at a low substrate temperature

of TS < 200 ◦C. The preparation process of GaN nanocrystals with metal core by

IBA-MBE consists of four steps shown in Figure 4.1

Figure 4.1: Preparation process of GaN nanocrystals with Ag core is shown. (a)

Ag NPs are deposited on the Si(111) substrate with 2 nm of SiO2 from colloidal

solution , (b) After annealing, sample is left on atmospheric pressure, while native

silver oxide is formed on the Ag surface, (c) Ga deposition under T∼300 ◦C , where

Ga neutrals hit the substrate surface, (d) Post-nitridation process where N+
2 ions

transform the Ga into GaN.

Firstly, Ag NPs have been deposited from a colloidal solution onto a Si(111)

substrate with 2 nm of SiO2, Figure 4.1 (a). The pH of the colloidal solution had to
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be optimized for desired density of Ag NPs. As substrate was annealed, it was left

for 24 hours in atmosphere, in order to be covered by native oxide, Figure 4.1 (b).

This is a crucial step in order to preserve the NP inside of the GaN crystal. The

oxide layer shields the Ag NP from being melted by liquid Ga which is deposited in

the next step. After Ga deposition, Figure 4.1 (c), nitridation process takes place.

Nitrogen ions react with the Ga atoms forming a GaN crystal around the Ag NP

4.1 (d).

Each step of preparation process was studied and optimized. In following, all

four steps are described more precisely.

4.1 Deposition of Ag NPs

Deposition of metal NPs was theoretically discussed and schematically shown in Sec-

tion 3.1, where zeta potential played major role in particle deposition process. In

this thesis, we focused on Ag NP deposition of three different sizes (20, 40 and 80 nm

in diameter) on Si(111) substrate with native oxide (SiO2). Ag NPs were prepared

in colloidal solution by BBInternational company. As we can see from Figure 3.1

in Section 3.1, zeta potential is dependent on pH. In order to form attractive force

between Ag NP and Si surface, pH of the collloidal solution has to be lower than the

isoelectric point of SiO2 at pH ∼ 3.5. Since the pH of the Ag NP colloidal solution

is ∼ 5.5, hydrochloric acid (HCl) was used to lower the pH. As pH was adjusted,

immersion time had to be optimized. Our desired coverage of the Si surface is ap-

proximately 1 Ag NP on µm2, as shown in Figure 4.2 (a). Such coverage is obtained

by immersing Si substrate for t = 20 min in the colloidal solution. Coverage as

shown in Figure 4.2 (b) was immersed in NP solution for t = 40 min. Such coverage

and high aggregation rate of dimers and trimers enables further characterization of

the nanostructures. Samples were observed in SEM1 where secondary electrons (SE)

with energy E < 50 eV were captured and processed as image contrast. SE provide

mostly information about morfology and surface topology.

Deposition process had to be optimized for each size of NPs separately, due to

different pH of each solution and different size. 20 nm Ag NPs had to be immersed for

15 minutes, 40 nm NPs for 30 minutes and 80 nm NPs for 40 minutes. Approximate

diameter deviation δ from the nominal diameter d of each batch of the NPs was

δ = ± 5 nm.

As sample with correct concentration was prepared, sample had to be annealed

in order to remove the stabilizing agent and other impurities from the NP surface.

1SEM - Scanning electron microscope.
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Figure 4.2: SEM images of deposited 80 nm Ag NPs on the Si(111) substrate with

native SiO2. The samples were immersed into a colloidal solution with Ag NPs for

(a) t = 20 min, (b) t = 40 min. Figure (a) is favourable coverage for our experiments.

Images taken in CEITEC on FEI Verios 460L.

Samples were annealed at temperature T = 350 ◦C for at least t = 120 min.

For uniform annealing Pyrolytic Boron Nitride (PBN) heating element was used

(described further in Section 4.1). NPs were observed by SEM for any changes

caused by the temperature. In Figure 4.3 (a) SEM image of 40 nm Ag before

annealing is shown, observed under 40◦ in order to check the hemispherical shape.

In Figure 4.3 (b) is a SEM image of the same sample after annealing observed under

40◦. 40 nm NPs change their shape from spherical towards hemispherical of about

50 nm in diameter due to higher wetting between Ag and Si surface.

Annealing experiment was also done for 80 nm NPs. SEM image of 80 nm NPs

before annealing is shown in Figure 4.4 (a). Figure 4.4 (b) shows a SEM image of

80 nm NPs after annealing. Samples were observed under 40◦. Surprisingly, wetting

has not changed and 80 mn NPs did not change their shape.

4.1.1 Pyrolytic Boron Nitride heater (PBN)

Pyrolytic Boron Nitride is an anisotropic ceramics widely used because its good

thermal properties, such as high and directional thermal conductivity, high dielec-

tric strength, low coefficient of thermal expansion and its chemical non-reactivity.

PBN element contains graphite wires which heats up the Boron Nitride as electric

current is involved. Since we were using new PBN, calibration curve had to be done.

While increasing electric current, temperature was measured. Between current in-
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Figure 4.3: SEM images of prepared substrates with Ag NPs with 2 nm of SiO2.

Samples were observed under 40◦. (a) SEM image of prepared sample with 40 nm

Ag NPs on Si(111). (b) SEM image of the same sample after annealing at T=

300 ◦C . Spherical shape of the NPs changed to a slightly hemispherical. Images

taken in CEITEC on FEI Verios 460L with energy E = 5 keV.

Figure 4.4: (a) SEM image of prepared sample with 80 nm Ag NPs on Si(111) of

SiO2. (b) SEM image of the same sample after annealing at T= 300 ◦C . Spherical

shape of the NPs has stayed the same as before annealing. Images taken in CEITEC

on FEI Verios 460L with electron beam energy E = 5 keV.
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creasement and temperature measurement, time for temperature stabilization was

needed. PBN was measured with K-type thermocouple in UHV conditions, experi-

mentally obtained data are shown in Figure 4.5 where fit (red curve) was calculated.

Figure 4.5: Experimentally measured PBN temperature/current calibration curve.

Temperature was measured by K-type thermocouple. Data were fitted (red curve).

In Table 4.1 data were calculated from fit in Figure 4.5 in order to have database

of precise electric current for suficient temperature range.

Calibration curve of each PBN is slightly different, therefore it is advantagenous

to use the same PBN for all experiments. Also PBN should not be exposed to high

temperatures at atmospheric pressure, due to tender graphitic wiring that could

oxidize and loose its conductivity. The PBN we used with its UHV holder is shown

in Figure 4.6. Source of electric current is connected to two threaded rods and the

sample is mounted between PBN and small metal plate on the top. This plate

ensures proper contact between two surfaces for good thermal exchange.

4.2 Ga deposition

For Ga deposition, effusion cell as described in Section 2.2.4 was used. Two param-

eters are essential for monitoring the Ga deposition rate, the substrate temperature

TS and the Ga atom flux J . The crucible with Ga is heated by thermal electrons

emitted from tungsten wire as electric current Ifil is applied. Ga is then evaporated
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Table 4.1: PBN calibration curve - temperature dependence on electric current.

Data calculated from fitted curve in Figure 4.5.

T [◦C] I [A] T [◦C] I [A] T [◦C] I [A] T [◦C] I [A]

10 0.11 140 0.62 270 1.13 400 1.64

20 0.15 150 0.66 280 1.17 410 1.68

30 0.19 160 0.70 290 1.21 420 1.72

40 0.23 170 0.74 300 1.25 430 1.76

50 0.26 180 0.78 310 1.29 440 1.80

60 0.30 190 0.82 320 1.33 450 1.84

70 0.34 200 0.86 330 1.37 460 1.88

80 0.38 210 0.90 340 1.41 470 1.92

90 0.42 220 0.94 350 1.45 480 1.96

100 0.46 230 0.97 360 1.49 490 2.00

110 0.50 240 1.01 370 1.53 500 2.04

120 0.54 250 1.05 380 1.57 510 2.08

130 0.58 260 1.09 390 1.61 520 2.12

Figure 4.6: Picture of PBN holder used for our experiments. (a) White plate is

the PBN itself. (b) Three rods are equipped by locks that hold PBN holder in the

vacuum chamber.
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towards the sample and flux current Iflux of Ga ions, proportional to the Ga neu-

trals, is measured at the colimator outlet. First deposition was done under following

conditions: Ifil = 2.27 A , Iflux = 77 nA , accelerating voltage Uac = 800 V and the

deposition (substrate) temperature T = 350 ◦C . From these experiments it was

observed, that the Ag NP desolves in the Ga bulk. If Ag and Ga are mixed (precipi-

tated), during cool down of the sample, Ag segregates at the droplet surface (further

called as Ag segregation), shown in Figure 4.7. The precipitation process and sub-

sequent segregation on the Ga surface is not desirable since the structures are not

metal core anymore. Section 4.3 deals with overcoming the segregation problem,

where NPs are passivated prior to Ga deposition.

Figure 4.7: SEM images of Ga droplets with Ag. The brighter spots is crystallized

Ag, that has precipitated in the Ga droplet and segregated on the surface. Images

taken in CEITEC on FEI Verios 460L by using SE detector and electron beam

energy E = 5 keV.

4.3 Passivation of Ag

In order to protect the Ag NP from segregation, several experiments were made. In

previous work done at IPE, Ag NPs were passivated by native oxide [2]. The passi-

vation process is rather simple. Sample with Ag NPs was exposed to atmospheric

pressure for about 24 hours. Such passivation process creates a non-conductive and

non-reactive silver oxide layer that protects the Ag NP from being etched and mixed

by Ga. The oxide shell also makes electric barrier between two conductive materi-

als, which plays role in plasmonics. We have been quantifying the amount of oxide
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on our samples by measuring X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). According

to literature, Rooij [81] has shown, that only first 2 nm of bulk Ag undergo the

oxidation, however NPs can behave differently. In order to see how Ag NPs behave,

sample with high concentration of 80 nm NPs was prepared. Sample was annealed

in the vacuum chamber and XPS spectra were measured. In Figure 4.8 (a), the wide

spectrum of XPS signal from sample is shown. Figure 4.8 (b) shows two charac-

teristic peaks of Ag, 3d3/2 at 374.3 eV and 3d5/2 at 368.3 eV. Since Ag peaks were

measured in the XPS spectra, we knew that there is some metallic Ag present.

Figure 4.8: Si(111) with 2 nm SiO2 substrate with highly concentrated 80 nm Ag

NPs was measured in XPS. (a) Shows broad spectrum of the sample. Signal from

the Ag is pointed out in the spectra. (b) Characteristic XPS spectra of Ag is shown

with its two peaks, 3d3/2 at 374.3 eV and 3d5/2 at 368.3 eV. Images taken in CEITEC

on Kratos.

In order to see the consequences of the passivation process, XPS measurements

were done as passivation time dependence. Sample was annealed in UHV chamber

and measured immediately. Since Ag was not exposed to atmospheric pressure, no

oxide was present, black curve in Figure 4.9. Afterwards, sample was for 20 hours on

air, blue curve. As data show, blue curve is shifted towards higher binding energy.

According to theory, 3d5/2 peak of AgO is shifted from Ag peak towards higher

binding energy for about ∆Eg =0.7 eV. Sample was again measured after 40 and 72

hours, red and green curve. The trend shows shift towards higher binding energies.

Oxidation of the Ag slows down by time. From this experiment we can also see,

that there is always metallic Ag present. Which means, the Ag NPs do not oxidize

through the whole volume. For our experiment, 24 hours of passivation is sufficient

to prevent Ag from precipitation into Ga and subsequent segregation at the surface.
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Figure 4.9: XPS data of passivation time dependence. Si sample was highly cov-

ered with Ag NPs and repeatedly measured by XPS. Firstly before exposing to

atmospheric pressure, than after 20, 40 and 72 hours. Images taken in CEITEC on

Kratos.
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Oxidation rate of Ag NPs exposed to atmospheric pressure was also studied. As

samples were taken out from vacuum to be passivated by atmospheric pressure, they

were put on a hot plate at temperature T = 200 ◦C . Higher temperature increases

the oxidation rate and provides thicker oxide layer in a shorter time.

4.3.1 Further experiments

Passivation process has allowed us to prepare Ga droplets with Ag core, however

segregation is also strongly dependent on temperature. Several samples were passi-

vated, yet segregated after annealing and Ga deposition. Temperature dependence

study was therefore prepared and studied with SEM as seen in Figure 4.10. Figure

4.10 (a) shows a SEM image of sample passivated for t = 20 h. Ga deposition was

done at T = 260 ◦C . Ag is not segregated on the Ga surface. Same result was

obtained by passivation of Ag NPs for t = 27 h and Ga deposition at T = 300 ◦C ,

shown in Figure 4.10 (b). Experiment shown in Figure 4.10 (c) was passivated for t

= 23 h and Ga deposition was done at T = 360 ◦C . Bright spots on the Ga surface

are the segregated Ag droplets.

It has been reported, that AgO can be thermally reduced to metallic Ag via

two non-reversible steps, with the intermediate formation of Ag2O [82]. Firstly,

AgO is formed on the Ag NP surface, when exposed to the atmosphere. Between

temperature T = 100 ◦C - 200 ◦C AgO turns into Ag2O. This product remains

stable to temperatures in excess of T = 350 ◦C where chemical reaction 4.1 takes

place and Ag oxide dissolves into metallic Ag.

Ag2O = Ag + O2. (4.1)

In our experiments, Ga deposition was limited by this dissolution temperature,

however sticking coefficient of Ga at temperatures lower than T = 350 ◦C is still

sufficient to cover the Ag NP.

As nice Ga droplets with Ag core were prepared, we focused on Ga droplet size

differentiation dependent on deposition time. Deposition of three samples has been

done for NPs with diameter of 20, 40 and 80 nm. Samples were prepared as follows:

Si(111) was dipped into Ag NPs solution for sufficient time to obtain favourable

coverage (discussed in Section 4.1). Samples were annealed for t = 120 minutes at

temperature of T = 300 ◦C. After annealing, samples were passivated for t= 24 hours

and then Ga was deposited in UHV chamber at temperature of T = 300 ◦C and un-

der flux conditions as described in Section 4.2 (the first experiment). Ga deposition

was done for 1, 2, 3 and 4 hours per each NP size. The dependence of deposition

time and NP diameter is shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.10: Picture shows Ag NPs covered with deposited Ga. (a) Sample was

passivated for t = 20 h and Ga deposition was done at T = 260 ◦C. Ag did not

segregate. (b) Sample was passivated for t = 27 h and Ga deposition was done at

T = 300 ◦C. Ag did not segregate. (c) Sample was passivated for t = 23 h and Ga

deposition was done at T = 360 ◦C. Ag has segregated. Images taken in CEITEC

on FEI Verios 460L by using SE detector and electron beam energy E = 5 keV.
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Figure 4.11: The curves in all three graphs show the Ag and Ga droplet diameter

dependent on deposition time of Ga. (a) 20 nm Ag NPs, (b) 40 nm Ag NPs, (c)

80 nm Ag NPs.
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Ga deposited samples were observed in SEM, mostly by SE that are surface

sensitive. However, to check if Ag NP is covered by Ga, back-scattered electrons

(BSE) with energy E > 50 eV are favourable for use. BSE electrons are sensitive

to material contrast. In Figure 4.12 (a) SEM picture is shown scanned with SE for

topology information. Figure 4.12 (b) shows the same feature scanned with BSE.

The bright spot corresponds to Ag NP and the rest of the feature is metallic Ga.

Figure 4.12: (a) Image taken by SEM with SE detector. Small bright dots around

the Ag core Ga droplet are Ga drops that were caught on surface imperfections. (b)

Image taken by SEM with BSE detector. The bright spot corresponds to the 40 nm

Ag NP which is covered by Ga. Images taken in CEITEC on FEI Verios 460L by

using BSE detector and energy E = 5 keV.

4.4 Post-nitridation process

Last step in preparation of GaN nanocrystals with Ag core was nitridation of the

prepared Ag NPs covered with Ga. Ga can be transformed into GaN when hyper-

thermal nitrogen ions (N+
2 ) are introduced. Principle of nitridization is discussed in

Section 2.2.4 as well as the function of a hyperthermal ion source.

Previously prepared Ga samples could not have been used, since samples were

took out of UHV to be further analyzed. As Ga is exposed to atmosphere, oxide

layer is formed on the Ga surface. Therefore new Ga samples were made by the same

process. After shutting down the Ga flux, samples were left at the same position

and temperature to enable the Ga adatoms to settle. The post-nitridation process

took place in the same UHV chamber as Ga deposition. Temperature of sample

was decreased to T = 215 ◦C and pressure in the UHV chamber was increased
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by nitrogen gas to p = 5 · 10−5 Pa. A broad beam of N+
2 ions with energy EN+

2
=

50 eV was irradiating the sample surface. Ideal duration of nitridation process was

studied by XPS.

First nitridized samples were repetitively measured by XPS. XPS can quantita-

tively distinguish between metallic Ga and GaN on the sample. Metallic Ga has

the 2p3/2 peak positioned at binding energy of EGa= 1 117 eV. As Ga transforms to

GaN, peak shifts to higher binding energy of EGaN= 1 118.7 eV. It has been shown,

that after 2 hours of Ga deposition, 3 hours of nitridization are sufficient. Simply,

nitridization should be at least 1.5 times longer than Ga deposition.

4.5 SEM measurements

All nitridized samples were observed in SEM FEI Verios 460L at CEITEC using two

detectors. One for SE to increase surface sensitivity and one for BSE to see clearly

the material contrast. Prepared samples can be basically divided into three groups

by their composition:

1. GaN nanocrystals with segregated Ag on the surface,

2. Ag core GaN nanocrystals covered with metallic Ga,

3. Ag core GaN nanocrystals.

4.5.1 GaN nanocrystals with segregated Ag on the surface

GaN nanocrystals with segregated Ag on the surface were prepared, when temper-

ature was higher than T = 350 ◦C and the AgO has turned into Ag according to

equation 4.1. Even though such samples were not desired, they were analyzed for

better understanding of the photoluminiscence mechanism. Samples as seen in SEM

are shown in Figure 4.13.

Bright dots are according to Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) measurements

Ag [2], segregated on the Ga surface while cooled down after Ga deposition. Ag NP

has dissolved in Ga, therefore this structure is not Ag core GaN nanocrystal, but

only a GaN nanocrystal with small Ag droplets on the surface. Smaller structures

seen in the Figure are GaN crystals that has been made out of Ga droplets caught

on imperfections of the substrate surface during the Ga deposition.

4.5.2 Ag core GaN nanocrystals covered with metallic Ga

These samples fulfiled our goal of preparing Ag core GaN nanocrystals. However

nitridization process was not long enough and some metallic Ga was still left on the
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Figure 4.13: SEM image of sample, where Ag has precipitated with Ga and segre-

gated on the surface. (a) Sample surface si covered with very small GaN nanocrystals

(formed on defects of the substrate) and with bigger GaN crystals, where Ag has

dissolved. (b) Detail of one segregated nanostructure. Bright spots are Ag and the

rest is GaN nanocrystal. Images taken in CEITEC on FEI Verios 460L.

GaN surface. When samples were prepared, not enough N+
2 ions were present, so

not all the Ga was turned into GaN and small metallic Ga cap is left on the crystal

surface as seen in Figure 4.14. Ga can be distinguished from GaN in SEM picture

by the shape of the surface. Ga has a low melting point, so as being liquid droplets

take spherical shape. Since GaN is a crystal, facets could be seen on the surface.

4.5.3 Ag core GaN nanocrystals

There are two options for preparing Ag core GaN nanocrystals without Ga cap. First

is to do the post-nitridation process for at least 1.5 times as long as Ga deposition.

Second is to anneal the sample after the post-nitridation to temperature above

T = 500 ◦C where efficient evaporation of left metallic Ga occurs. Such GaN

nanocrystals with 80 nm Ag NPs are shown in Figure 4.15. GaN nanocrystal obtains

facets on the crystal surface (Figure 4.15(a)), unlike metallic Ga is smooth (Figure

4.14(a)). Structures have been observed by BSE detector, where 80 nm Ag NPs

were seen (Figure 4.15 (b)). In Figure 4.15 (c), wide field is shown.

GaN samples were always annealed after the post-nitridation process for t= 20 min-

utes at T = 500 ◦C. After this step, most of the Ga left at the surface evaporated

and sample could have been taken out of the UHV chamber. As efficient and most
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Figure 4.14: (a) SEM image showing GaN nanocrystals with Ag core covered with

metallic Ga. Nitridation process was not long enough to nitridize all the Ga atoms.

(b) SEM image of BSE electrons proving the Ag core in GaN nanocrystal. (c) SEM

image of samples wide field showing repetitive structures and small GaN crystals

grown on impurities. Images taken in CEITEC on FEI Verios 460L.

Figure 4.15: (a) SEM image showing GaN nanocrystal with 80 nm Ag core. Segre-

gation did not occured and all metallic Ga was evaporated. (b) BSE signal providing

the Ag core in GaN nanocrystal. (c) Wide field of the same sample. NPs are dis-

tributed approximately 1 µm from each other for further measurements. Images

taken in CEITEC on FEI Verios 460L.
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successful combination for sample preparation was Ga deposition for tGa = 120 min-

utes at T = 315 ◦Cand post-nitridation for tN = 180 minutes at T = 200 ◦C, plus

closing annealing for t = 20 minutes at T = 500 ◦C.

Also other combinations of preparation process were studied. For obtaining

bigger GaN nanocrystals, combination of Ga deposition and post-nitridation process

works well. GaN nanocrystals after 2 hours of Ga deposition, 2 hours of post-

nitridation, 1 hour of Ga deposition again and 1 hour post-nitridation were over

120 nm in diameter.

4.6 Photoluminiscence measurements

Photoluminiscence was theoretically described in Section 3.3. Photoluminiscence

was measured on all of three types of our prepared samples described in Section 4.5.

Bandgap of GaN at room temperature is Eg ∼ 3.4 eV, corresponding to wavelength

λ = 365 nm. Therefore the He-Cd laser with λ = 325 nm was used to illumi-

nate the nanocrystals. Measured spectra from each type of sample are discussed

in following Sections 4.6.1, 4.6.2, 4.6.3. Since prepared GaN structures are purely

visible in optical microscope, samples were scanned by UV laser in areas of few µm2.

Where background signal could be clearly distinguishable from photoluminiscence

of prepared structures.

4.6.1 GaN nanocrystals with segregated Ag on the surface

Structures are described in Section 4.5.1 and are shown in Figure 4.13. From Figure

4.13 (b) is clear, that Ag has precipitated with Ga and segregated on the GaN crystal

surface. Photoluminiscence spectra of such structures were measured, however signal

was illegible. There was no evidence of GaN photoluminiscence. As experiment

was repeated with obtaining same results, it leads us to conclusion, that small Ag

droplets dampens the GaN photoluminiscence so significantly, that they cannot be

distinguished from the background noise.

4.6.2 Ag core GaN nanocrystals covered with metallic Ga

Such structures are described in Section 4.5.2 and shown in Figure 4.14. Photolu-

miniscence spectra of GaN nanocrystals with metallic Ga on the nanocrystal surface,

are shown in Figure 4.16. This measured sample was prepared by combined depo-

sition, in this case 2 hours of Ga deposition, 2 hours of nitridation, 1 hour of Ga

deposition and finally 1 hour of nitridation. In Figure 4.16 (a) a photoluminiscence
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intensity map is shown. Several crystals were detected by scanning small region

as none has been seen in optical microscope. Figure 4.16 (b) shows SEM image

of similar area. Three types of photoluminiscence spectra were detected. Highest

photoluminiscence of GaN structures with metallic Ga has been proved by single

crystal measurement. We assign the highest intensity to GaN nanocrystals with

Ag core with metallic Ga on the nanocrystal sufrace. Such structure is shown in

Figure 4.16 (b) marked by blue circle. Its photoluminiscence spectra is shown in

Figure 4.16 (c), blue curve. Intensity of this structure is 3 times higher than GaN

nanocrystal without Ag core (green curve). Red curve is signal from Si (111) with

2 nm of SiO2 substrate. Blue curve has surprisingly high intensity. Metallic Ga

probably enhances the electromagnetic field in its vicinity by plasmon coupling.

Plasmon excitation wavelength for Ga is in UV range, therefore photoluminiscence

of GaN is enhanced. Moreover, YL is damped significantly. YL peak comes mostly

from surface imperfections. Covered surface defects by metallic Ga can be a possible

explanation for this phenomenon. Size of the GaN nanocrystals also play significant

role in the signal intensity. However since these spectra were measured on the same

sample, nitridation of both structures had been done under same conditions, crystals

are approximately of the same size.

4.6.3 Ag core GaN nanocrystals

Ag core GaN nanocrystals were thought to be most promissing in photoluminiscence

enhancement, according to experimental work done by W. L. Jang [1] (described in

Section 3.4).

Photoluminiscence spectra of prepared samples were measured several times.

Representative results are shown in Figure 4.17. Sample was prepared the same

way as in Section 4.6.2 by combined deposition, 2 hours of Ga deposition, 2 hours

of nitridation, 1 hour of Ga deposition and finally 1 hour of nitridation. Sample was

then annealed to T = 500 ◦C in order to get rid of metallic Ga. Figure 4.17 (a) shows

the intensity map obtained by scanning small area of the substrate surface. In Figure

4.17 (b) SEM image of measured sample is shown. Three colored circles show three

different types of structures found on the sample. Red circle points out the back-

ground. GaN nanocrystals, few nanometers big, are sprinkled among the surface.

Such crystals were formed in the second Ga deposition. Ga atom was captured on

an imperfection of the Si substrate and subsequently nitridized. Green circle points

out a GaN nanocrystal, that has grown big due to combinated deposition. The first

Ga atom has been caught on surface imperfection, then nitridized, afterwards more

Ga was caught on the same structure and was nitridized again. Blue circle belongs

to the same structure as green circle, however Ag core is present, since Ag NP has
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Figure 4.16: Figure shows Si(111) substrate with GaN nanocrystals with 40 nm

Ag core covered with metlallic Ga. (a) Intensity map of photoluminiscence mea-

surement. (b) SEM image of the same sample with three circled structures. (c)

Photoluminiscence spectra of three different places of the sample. Red curve is the

background signal from Si(111). Green curve is photoluminiscence of GaN crystal

without Ag core. Blue curve is the photoluminiscence of GaN crystal with Ag core

enhanced by metallic Ga on the surface. Images taken in CEITEC on NT-MDT

Raman Spectrometer and SEM FEI Verios 460L.
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initially caught the Ga atom. Figure 4.17 (c) shows the photoluminiscence peaks for

all three studied spots. Surprisingly, intensity of GaN nanocrystal with Ag core is 5

times higher than photoluminiscence of GaN crystal without Ag core. Moreover YL

peak carrying information about quality of GaN is significantly dampend, thus high

quality of GaN was prepared. Photoluminiscence peak of GaN in our measurements

is positioned at λ = 400 nm (GaN is normally positioned at λ = 365 nm), however

according to Si Raman signal, both spectra are shifted towards higher wavelengths.

In Figure 4.17 (d) background photoluminiscence spectrum is shown. Spectrum was

claimed as background, since small peak at λ = 327 nm is a Raman signal of Si

substrate.

If we compare the photoluminiscence spectra of GaN nanocrystals with Ag core

with metallic Ga cap from section 4.6.2 and GaN nanocrystals with Ag core from

section 4.6.3, we see, that structures without metallic Ga have smaller intensity.

This intensity difference is most probably caused by difference in nanocrystal size.

GaN nanocrystals with metallic Ga were prepared by the same deposition process,

however since not all Ga turned into GaN, crystals are smaller. Therefore photolu-

miniscence spectra have lower intensity.
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Figure 4.17: Figure concerns with GaN nanocrystals with 40 nm Ag NP core. (a)

Intensity map of measured spot. (b) Red area shows a place from which background

spectra was extracted, green spot shows a GaN nanocrystal without Ag core and

blue dot shows the structure were photoluminiscence of GaN nanocrystal with Ag

core was measured. (c) Graph comparing all three measured signals. The blue

curve shows high enhancement of photoluminiscence signal from the Ag core GaN

nanocrystal with its maximum at λ = 400 nm. (d) Photoluminiscence signal of Si

substrate (proved by small peak at λ = 327 nm belonging to Raman signal of Si,

according to which background signal was identified. Images taken in CEITEC on

NT-MDT Raman Spectrometer and SEM FEI Verios 460L.
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5 SUMMARY

The goal of this thesis was to prepare GaN nanocrystals with metal core, understand

its growth mechanism and confirm previous photoluminiscence measurements of

these structures. GaN nanocrystals with Ag core were prepared in four steps:

1. Deposition of Ag nanoparticles,

2. passivation of Ag,

3. Ga deposition,

4. post-nitridation process.

The theoretical part of this thesis is divided into three chapters. First one

concerns with thin films, discussing principles of layer growth, physisorption and

chemisorption of atoms on substrate surface and others. In the second chapter,

GaN is introduced. Its basic properties and applications are described. Further,

substrates for GaN growth and different methods of growth are discussed, mainly

focusing on MBE method. Principle of Ga deposition by modified IBA-MBE ef-

fusion cell is described. Third chapter contains information about metal NPs, its

preparation and deposition process. Optical properties are discussed with possible

application for enhancing GaN photoluminiscence by plasmon coupling. Photolu-

miniscence enhancement of GaN structure by embedded Ag NPs covered in sillica

shell was observed.

The experimental section firstly describes in closer detail the preparation process

of GaN nanocrystals with Ag core. The Ag NPs were deposited by immersing the

Si(111) substrate into colloidal solution. PH had to be optimized in order to create

attractive forces between Ag NP and Si surface. After deposition of Ag NPs, Ga

deposition was described and the need for passivation process was explained. Since

Ga has been dissolving the Ag, passivation and temperature control had to be opti-

mized. The duration of passivation process was observed by XPS, concluding that

t = 24 hours of passivation is enough for reliable results. Temperature experiment

was also done in order to prove decomposition of AgO onto Ag at T = 350 ◦C . As

the last step of nanostructure preparation, post-nitridation was done by bombarding

sample surface by N+
2 ions and subsequent GaN growth. By these preparation steps,

three structures were prepared:

1. GaN nanocrystals with segregated Ag on the surface,

2. Ag core GaN nanocrystals with metallic Ga on the surface,

3. Ag core GaN nanocrystals.

Each prepared sample was observed in SEM microscope and its photoluminis-

cence with UV laser was measured. Photoluminiscence of GaN nanocrystals with

segregated Ag was too low to measure, since segregated Ag droplets on the GaN sur-

face dampens the photoluminiscence. Measured data from Ag core GaN nanocrys-
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tals with metallic Ga cap showed enhancement of photoluminiscence. What more,

YL peak in photoluminiscence spectra was very small. Either GaN material is

prepared in high quality, or Ag core dampens the YL peak. Best results of photolu-

miniscence enhancement were observed at Ag core GaN nanocrystals where photo-

luminiscence intensity was 5 times higher than from GaN crystal without Ag core.

Intensity of GaN photoluminiscence is dependent on its size. Therefore it would

be supportive to measure photoluminiscence from one specific GaN nanocrystal with

Ag core, than add more Ga to create the Ga cap and measure photoluminiscence

again. Than the exact contribution of metallic Ga and Ag core could be established

with no variance in nanocrystal size. This experiment should be done in order to

properly understand the photoluminiscence enhancement of these structures.
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